
4/3/81 Chuck Lewis 
ABC News 
1124 Connecticut Ave., NW 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Dear L'huak, 

A few sueeestions. Please excuse the haste he 'use there is work I went to 1  eo 
today and a college profeseor is hero working with other karts of my files. 

What 4-  know about the ammunition used in the Reagan shooting is limited to a few 
brief, predawn radio accounts and what GMA had this mormlne. It rSines questions. You 
will recall thee two days aeo I sue eaten. you lo -k into the revolver and the ammo and 
that I found the totality of absence of any infornation as suspicious. I identified, two 
tests that should have been mede and about which nothing had been seid. 

Now we are tole that explosive bullete vere used. 'iroe the accounts available to me 
nothing indicating how the small bullets were made explosive. 

There is nothing to indicate why there appears to have been no identification of 
the bullets as explosive from Ilonday until late on Thersday. This is odd. But it can be 
explained, in oar t, by the characteristic secrecy of aeenciee like the Pa and their 
devotion to control as a means of cobering their asses. 

However, if the 	knew of even had re son to suepect that the buletts were 
explosive, hoe explain the lone delay in ieeermine the doctors co they could decide 
whether to try to remove the possibility of explosion from so close to Dolahanty's 
spine? Either t e FBI knew and was silent or it didn't make the, tests and studies that 
provided the ineerreation for as much as four days. The latter is not easy to believe. 

Spectvogeaphic nAalyeis should have been couplet _d before an on Tuesday. Other 
examinations should have discloser, that the bullLne were explosive even earlier. 

We still know nothing about what I called to your attention, whether there were 
unfired bullets in the revolver. Were there any in "inckley'd pockets or room? 

Another large void, by the way, is aey accoentina of Hinekleyl e financiag. How did 
he do all that travelling, be,  all those pistols, pey for feed end lodgiag then /I've 
seen no report of any employment? Search of his person, room and possessions would have 
yielded leads if not proofs. His Social Security number woued have been Given to the 
Social Security Office in -Altivoee imeodiately and the FBI would have keoen promptly. 
This is an FBI enveetieative norm. I've seen too many records not to know this. 

I don't thinkthat the avernGe gun shop stocks explosive bullets and I don't believe 
that explosive .22 longs: are reedJ.ly available. 

Even what is mean by explosive is not reported in what I've heard. (Nothing ie the 
edition of the most that reaches here on this at all.) Hollow-points are soectines 
called explosive, although they are not. They become duradums, with explosive effect but 
they do not really 64,1611 explode. They expand, disintegrate and tear. 

If the bullets were made explosive by insertion of an unstable substance in the 
hollow points, are they safe to carry around? 

Inadequate press inquiries can aceount for so:io of that has not been reported, but 
there also is an inadequacy if what seems. to have been given to the press. I've not seen 
any identification of the revolver or ameo. Not at all normal, based on prior oases. 

You can be sure that whether or not there were other seerches, as the scene of the 
crime and L'inckley's person and room, there was at least a pair of Frei agents at the 
hempital awaiting the removal of bullets or parts of bulnets and thaT, they were rushed 
to the FeI Lab. any in the envoi= would have been at the Lab even earlier. 

Spectrographic analysis would have identified each of the substances used in raking 



the bullets, up to about a dozen, as well an MAI any other substances, like those that would be explosive. Even if the same substances are use.; to make the bullets explosive, which I doubt, quantitative differences would have been apparent. So, it does not seal) likely that if tie ballets were explosive the Y131 did not know Imr:ediately. 
This makes it difficultx to uxtderstand why there was so long a delay when there waa clangor to Delahantylis life if not also to those near nip if aud when there was an explosion. 

Possible nett es are guashops, NRA, Alice contacts, etc. 
hilc there are very few inch cation of any conspiracy, official suspicion of a conspiracy could account for the withholding of so much infor=ntion that ordinarily is not withheld. Like where did he get his money? Perhaps innocently, but why the secrecy about it if innocently? 

Please excuse the typos. I can still get this in our only nail for the dsky. 

3ust wishes, 


